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One way to learn is to travel abroad and escape the traditional
classroom. This is a great opportunity for our students to use the
world as their laboratory and get a hand on experience.
During the winter session , the Architectural Technology students
had the opportunity to travel to Belize. This was the first time that
the Architectural technology department was offering a study
abroad program for credit.
We collaborated with the Belize Foundation for research and
Environmental Education (BFREE http://www.bfreebz.org) and
put together a wonderful program that was beneficial to our
students.
Course work was fully integrated with travel. Students spend
the winter semester immersed in the culture and architectural
history of Belize. The structure of the class was based on-site lectures, field trips, and a travel log. Active participation, individual
research and personal reflection were required for this course.
During each week there were pin-ups and group discussions.
At the end of the program the students turned in a sketchbook
and a research paper. A public exhibit of their work was presented to the faculty and students.
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STUDY ABROAD - BELIZE | ARCHITECTURAL TECNOLOGY STUDENTS DESIGN & BUILT
DESIGN ASSIGNMENT
Cool Spot:
Typical Belizean recreational
kiosk
Program:
• Gift Shop
• Snack Area/Fridge
• Memory Keeper Wall
• Hangout Area
Requirements:
• Secure/Enclosed
• Fast to build
• Max. 1/4 of the hut area
Materials:
• Screen
• Zinc & Clear Roofing
• Cohune nut Leaf
• Stone
• Lumber (Rosewood, Pine, 		
Santamaria, Siding & Framing)
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The students also designed and built a cool spot. Construction of
the cool spot was completed March 2014 by the stuff of BFREE.

“Bfree simplicity was my goal in my design. By analyzing the best views and access to the
hut, my design will be oriented to make blend into the site and to make it attractive from
the every perspective but enjoying the surroundings. Circulation was inspired by the Belizean rivers flow. Structure was simple, green and functional.” Andrea Garrido

“I had only one thing on my mind while designing the cool spot for Bfree - to represent
Bfree as much as possible. I thought incorporating the organization’s logo into the structure was a perfect way to represent them as well as appeal to my client, that is why all the
elements in my design reflect the Bfree logo .” Tasnuva Ahmed

“My design concept was based strictly by the clients demand. It is minimal in its use of materials and space. I made sure that the structure was buildable within the giving time span.
I made securing the space a priority, which meant that it became an enclosed structure.”
Fatima Shatku..

“For the cool spot I was aiming for as organic form that would both be practical to use
and astheticly pleasing” George Karaminas
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ENVIRONMENTAL
EDUCATION

Bfree comittee were impresed
by each of the proposal and
decided to challenge us in
combining all of them into
one design by the next morning.
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“Bfree is a world in its own. I wanted to introduce the modern world into this rural environment of Bfree. My main focus in my design was accesability. I wanted an open space
within a semi-enclosed structure, while keeping security in mind. Most of the elements in
my design are inspired by the asthetics of modern architecture.” William Calderon

We were introduced to local
methods of constructions and
common materials. Marcellino, Bfree carpenter, was there
to help, teach and guide us
in using the tools and materials appropiately. Prof. Lia was
supervising and teaching us
construction techniques to
work smoothly.

Bfree revised requirements:
• Wedge design
• Max. 4ft door width
• Shelves
• Allow customer to walk in
the spot
• Accesible for staff
Jacob Marlin, founder
BFREE, emphasized
“Less is more.”
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We were divided in two groups
to work faster and more efficiently: Framing Group (William, Fatima & Marcelino) and
Countertable Group (George,
Tasnuva & Andrea). Paneling
the diferent wall sections was
a team work.
Two days were not enough to
build the desired design; nevertheless, great learning experience was the outcome.
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GEORGE’S WEDGE SHAPE
FATIMA’S WINDOW DESIGN
WILLIAM’S DOOR/SHELF UNIT
TASNUVA’S BFREE SHELVING UNIT
ANDREA’S ORIENTATION AND FLOW

